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Washington, DC 20555

MIDLAND NUCLEAR C0 GENERATION PLANT
MIDLAND DOCKET NO 50-329, 50-330
AMENDMENT 108
FILE: 0485.11, B13.6 SERIAL: 18867

Enclosed herewith is Amendment 108 to the Company's application for
construction permits and operating licenses containing three (3) signed
originals and five (5) controlled copies of: (1) Revision 6 to the Midland
Plant Security Plan; and (2) Revision 3 to the Safeguards Contingency Plan.

The previous revision to the Security Plan, Revision 5, was issued by our
correspondence Serial 18792 dated August 24, 1982, and it contained written
text changes which responded to the Staff's safety evaluation review comments
forwarded by the NRC's correspondence of June 1, 1982. To supplement the
written text changes of Revision 5 submitted earlier, we are forwarding the
enclosed drawing revisions which constitute Revision 6 to the Security Plan.
In addition to the drawing revisions, one additional text revision has been
included in Revision 6 to respond to an added review concern identified by the
Staff. .

'

Revision 3 to the Safeguards Contingency Plan is enclosed to forward revisions
! to one of the same drawings as is attached to the Security Plan. This drawing

is being revised for the same reasons explained above for the Security Plan
drawings.

Please note that while not all the enclosed drawings included with Revision 6

| have been actually revised, we are including them in this amendment for ease
of page replacement in the Security Program binder. All drawings presently
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contained in the Security Plan and Safeguards Contingency Plan can be
discarded, therefore, and replaced by those drawings enclosed.

Since the two attached documents contain safeguards information within the
meaning of 10 CFR 73.21(b), we are requesting that the enclosed information be
withheld from public disclosure pursuant to 10 CFR 72.21(c)(1) and (c)(2).
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CC RJCook, Midland Resident Inspe tor, w/o
RWHernan, NRC, w/o
DAKers, NRC/NMSS, w/o
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